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Ab.macl The dimension of tbe guard lOne along with its bounds for the Generalised Learning Algorithm (P"thak and Pal. 

1986) is determined 1'01' optimum learning. The dimension is found to be dynamic dependlllg on the input sequence and tbe 

current estimates of classification parameters. Incorporation of tbis higher-order knowledge in a supervisory program improves 

the system performance. The perfonnance is again found 10 be affecled if the guard zone is shrunk/expanded for 'very weak'l'not 

100 weak' estimates when speech d;lta is considered to be mpul 
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1.	 Introduction 

A Generalised Guard-zone Algorilhm (GGA) 

was described recently by Pathak and Pal (1986) for 

learning class parameters using a restricted updat

ing program along with investigation of its stochas

tic convergence for optimum learning. Basically, it 

aims to detect outliers and reject them from the pa

rameter-updating procedure. The algorithm is a 
generalisation of some existing ones (Chien, 1970; 
Pal et al.:1980, Pal, 1982) which were found to be 

useful for practical data. 

The present work is a continuation of the GGA. 

It attempts mainly (i) to determine the dimension 

and bounds or the guard zone for optimum learn

ing, (ii) to study the adaptive efficiency of the sys

tem in recognising a pattern with deliberately cho
sen poor (non-appropriate) estimates of the 

parameters representing classes, (iii) to study the ef

fect of dimension of the guard zone on the system 
performance, and (iv) to investigate the effect of 
'dynamic behavior' (higher-order knowledge based 

on input sequence) of the guard zone in acting as 

a supervisor on the decision of the classifier, 

Two types of poor estimates, namely, 'very weak' 

and 'not too weak' are considered in order to study 

the adaptive efficiency of the system when Bayes' 

maximum likelihood ratio (Tou and Gonzalez, 

1974) is considered as a classification tool. The me

rit or the dynamic property (over the fixed value) of 

the guard zone in a self-supervisory program is 

demonstrated for different input sequences. The re

sults are also compared with those of fully-super

vised case, when speech data in CNC (Consonant 

- Vowel Nucleus - Consonant) context is consid

ered as input. 

2.	 The Generalized Guard-zone Algorithm (GGA) 
(Pathak and Pal, 1986) 

Let 
X=[X I 'X 2 ' .... XNJ', XE1R N , 

be an N-dimensional feature vector defined over a 

pattern class C. 
Let us make the following assumptions: 
(A I) The distribution of X over C is continuous, 

(A2) This distribution depends on a q-dimensio

nal parameter vector 0, some or all of which need 

to be learned, 
(A3) The distribution of X over C is such that 

E(A:') exists and is equal to t/. 
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(1-\4) the dispersion matrix of X, namely, 

Disp(X) = L = [(0",)] exists. 

Before stating thc algorithm itself, let us define a 
guard-zone formall y as follows: 

Definition. Let S be a metric space and 0 a metric 
defined on it. Then for any point aES, a guard-zone 
C(a, t,) ha ving an 'cx tent' A is the subset of S defined 
by 

C(a, i.) = [X:6(a,X):S;,t}, where,t~O. (I) 

Clearly, C(a. i.) is nothing but a closed ball in 5, 
with radius J. centered at a with respect to the met
ric 6. Let S = !plY and a metric d be defined as 

A being a symmetric, positive definite matrix. Then 
we proceed to the algorithm as follows: 

Let Xl' X" X 3 , ... be the sequence of learning (or 
training) samples, randomly sclected from C, tbat 
is. assumed to be independently and identically dis
tributed. We restrict ourselves to the case where 0 
includcs fl and/or elements of L only. 

The generalized guard-zone algorithm (GGA) for 
estimating 0 recursively is as follows: 

for l =	 1, 
(2)

forl>	 I; 

(3) 

8(1) :	 the I-th stage estimate of 0; 
{a(t)} : a sequence of positive numbers, with 

ai,):S;; I.VI: 
f IP N 

-> !R" is a continuous mapping, de

fining an unbiased statistic for 0;
 

{t" - i): the (I - I )-th stage GGA estimate of /l;
 

C({t(l I)' A.{ll) 
= [K: XE i", d(t)(X,{J(I- 0):S;; i,U)}; 

tll~I(X,y) = (x - y)'A(I)(x - y); 

A(I) :	 a symmetric, positive definite matrix, 
which mayor may not be a function of 
X, and/or 0" i = 1(I)t; 

/'(1) : a positive number, prespecified. 

[n essencc, what this algorithm does is use only 
those training samples for updating the estimate, 
which lie within the corresponding guard-zone 
centrcd at the preceding estimate of the mean. 
Training samples which lie outside it are ignored 
and the estimate is kcpt unchanged at the cor
responding stages. Such a region (guard-zone) 
therefore forms the basis of a supervisory program. 

The convergence of the GGA for estimating 8 for 
differenl cases is provided by Pathak and Pal (1986) 

using a stochastic approximation procedure. The 
earlier algorithms of Chien (1970) and Pal et al. 
(1980) in the same line ha ve also been fou nd to be 
formulated from the GGA. 

3. Dynamic behavior 0 .he guard zone 

It is obvious from the previous discussion that, 
the choice of i. (the dimension of the guard zone) 
plays a crucial role so far as the estimation of lhe 
parameters along with their convergence and classi
fication cfficicncy are concerned. While it is not a 
very simple problem to obtain some sort of an opti
mal value without making additional assumptions, 
one can obtain certain bounds for i, from the view
poinl of convergence of the class parameters. The 
size of the guard zone may then be expcrimentally 
determined using some linear combination of those 
bou nds. 

As seen in our earlier work (Pathak and Pal, 
1986), one of the conditions necessarry for having 
some form of stochastic convergence of the estim
a tes to the true value was 

p(n = P[d(I)(X(r)' fi{t - i)) :s;; A.(I) I fi(1 - I)J > (j (4) 
for some <5 > 0, 

i.e., the probability of d(l)(X(,), (J(! _ I) being less than 
or equal to the dimension of guard zone is strictly 
grealer (han zero. 

By virtue of the Lemma given below we have 

dl~)( X(t), fi lt - I»~ 
2?:': 1l(/)min II X(!) - (J(/ _ I) 11 = I(~), say, (Sa) 

d(~)(X(I)' (lIt-I)) 

:s;; 1l(t)m.. 11 X{I) - 14(/ _ 1) 11 
2

= L(~), say, (5b) 

where 1l{nmin and 1l{/)m•• are respectively the smal
lest and largest eigenvalues of A(,). As the A(I)'s are 
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assumed to be symmetric positive definite, we must 
have 

(6a) 

(6b) 

Now, I'll) can not be less than or equal to '(II as 
that would mean that P(rl = 0 which violates the 
condition (4). Also. A(l) can not be greater than or 
equal to L(I), as that would mean that p(1) = J, which 
is not desirable because all the samples would then 
be accepted by the supervisor for updating (J. 

Thus, one must neeessarily have 

fi(r)m,n II X(r) - (Iv - I) II = I(l) < ,.1,(1) 

< L(r) = fi(r)ma. II X(I) - (l(1 - 1) II· (7) 

The value of lIz) is therefore found to be bounded 
between 1(1) and LV) in order to have convergence of 
the estimates of elassification parameters to their 
true values. From equation (7) it is also interesting 
to note that the dimension of the guard zone is dy
namic (varying) and its value at the (-th stage de
pends on the (r - l)th stage-estimate of mean vec
tor and the value of n(rl i.e., the (t '. I)th stage 
estimate of the matrix A, This adaptive (expanding
shrinking) behavior of the guard zone G(a. A(r» 
centred at a enables to accept sometimes a sample 
having a larger distance from a while discarding 
another one with smaller distance for parameter up
dating procedure. This was not the case with the al
gori thms of Chien (1970) and Pal et a1. (1980) whe
re such a parameter was considered to be fixed 
throughollt the learning process. In other words, 
the supervisory program uses here a higher-order 
level of knowledge depending on the input sequen
ce. 

Having the lower and upper bounds 1(1) and 
L(rl respectively for 1(1), we may take their weighted 
a verage, namely 

(8) 

in order to describe the dynamic behavior of the ex
tent of the guard zone at the l-th stage of learning. 

It is to be noted here that condition (7) is violated 
in case the matrix All) is a scalar multiple of the 

identity matrix for any t. This type of .5ituation is 
also explained in Section 5. J. 

Lemma. If A is a symmetric matrix oforder P then 

x' A x 
n ~ ---,-- ~ n1 , XE IRP,p x x 

where n p and 7[1 are respectively the smallest. and 
largesl a/the p roots 0/ the equation 

IA-nJI=O, 

that is, they are respectively the smalleSI and largest 
eigenvalues 0/ A (both non-negative). J denotes the 
identity matrix 0/order p. 

4. Maximum likelihood classifier 

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
GGA in discarding doubtful (unreliable) samples 
from estimating parameters, we have considered 
Baye's maximum likelihood classifier (Tou and 
Gonzalez, 1974) for taking decision on an unknown 
pattern X. For an m-class pattern recognition prob
lem, let 

the true mean vector for the class Cj , 

j = I(l)m; 
L} the true dispersion matrix for C

j 
; 

P(C) the apriori probability for Cj ; 

p(XI C) the probability density of X in Cj . 

Then the decision rule is Classify X into Ck iff 

P(Ck)p(XI Ck ) > P(C)p(XI Cj ) (9) 

fori ~ k;j,k = 1(l)m. 

If P( C) = l/m for alI.i and the conditional density 
of X given C, is assumed to be normal N(X; flj, L) 

i.e., if 

p(X IC) = (2n) - NI21 Lj 1- 1;2 

. exp[ -!eX - flyLj--I(X - fI)] (10) 

then the decision rule is, decide X E Ck ill' 

Dk(X) = max{Dj(X)}, j, k = I(l)m. (I I) 
} 

where 
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I stands for natural logarithm. 

_. Decisiun parameter of Ihe supervisor 

As explained before, after having an unknown 
sample XII) classlfied by the maximum likelihood 
classifier, the next task IS to check whether X(n falls 
within the guard zone (actlIlg as supervisor) centred 
at the estimated mean ~j(1 _ 1) of the recognised 
class. This is determined by the decision parameter 
of the supervisor which is defined for the j-th class 
as 

n = l(l)N;j = l(l)m. 

where a,,)(, _I) denotes the (t - l)th estimate of the 
rr-th component of standard deviation of j-th class. 
It is clear that thiS is a special case of GGA (Section 
2) when 

0' = [}l : Ip'], (14a) 

Ip' = [0"11 0"1Z"'0"1N0"220"23"'0"2N'" 

0"(1\' - I HII' - 1 )(J(N - U,yUNNL (14b) 

q ~ N + N(N - 1)/2 = N(N + I }/2, ( 14c) 

With 0; = (J,," (the variance along the n-th compo
nent) and 

Q, = I'. ( l4e) 

The supervisor Ihen accepts the decision made by 
the classifier that X(I) is from the k-th class only if 

(DPS)kll) ~ i.fU-I)' (IS) 

)kU IJ bemg the dimension (ex.tent) of the guard 
zone for the k-th class at the (r - I)th stage. The pa
rameler 0 (equation 14(a)) representing the mean 
and the co-variance matrix for the k-th class and the 
dimension of the guard zone A. for the k-th class are 
then correspondingly updated for that input X(I)' 

Othcrwise Ihe decision is considered to be doubtful 
and no other alteration of the components of Ok and 
A.k is made. 

It is to be mentioned here that this decision para
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meter would lead to hyper-ellipsoidal shapes of the 
guard zones. Since the system does not need any ad
ditional information and uses the inherent proper
ties of the distribution of only a subset of the para
meters as used by the classiner ltself, it may be 
called a 'self-supervisory system'. 

5.1. The bounds/or ..i.(t) 

Under the conditions given in equations (14), the 
boundS for I.(t) (equation 8) for a class will become 

(16a) 

and 

(16b) 

where 6 U - J )ma, and 6(1-1)min denote respectively 
the largest and smallest values among the (r - I )th 
estimates of N standard deviation components in a 
class. 

From the above equations it is seen that if for a 
particular class we have further 

6!!(r) = 0'22(1) = ... = a",,(,) = ... = iJ,v!'{(I)' 

then all "'ax = 6(1)min, A(l) becomes a scalar multiple 
of the identity matrix and 1(,) = L(I) = ).(r). 

Butlhis (as described in Section 3) violates the re
quirement 1(1) < )(,) < L(I)' This also leads to P<t) = I 
and condition (15) will therefore always he satisfied 
for updating the parameters of that class. In other 
words, the GGA hecomes totally Ineffective In act
ing as a supervisor. 

5.2. Iterative algorifhmjor parameter estimQtion 

In general, the input events which are to be classi
fied are in a somewhat randomly mixed sequence. 
These samples after being classified and accepted by 
guard zone become members of ccrtain classes and 
modIfy the centres, dispersions (variances and co
variances) and guard zonc dimensions of them. 

Let il"u), a'l(n and J.(q represent the n-th compo
nent of the mean, the (/,j)th element of the co-va
riance matrix, and the extent of the guard :zone. re
spectively estimated by first t samples in a class. 
Then after the addition of another sample X(I 1)' 

these parameters would bc adjusted as follows: 
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t 1 
P"ll + I) = --1Pn(t) + --1 xn(l + 1), 

t + t + 

c.j(t) = I:X,qXw q = l(l)t, 
q 

All + I) = (I - a)/(I + I) + aL(I + I), 

O<r:x<l. 

1(1 + II = II X(I + j} - p(!) 1118(I)max> 

L l, + I) "" II-"t, + I) - (I.(I) II/o\t)min, 

d(l)min = min ~, 

O"(t)max = max J iiii(l)' 

i. j, n = 1(I )N. 

6. Method of recognition 

(17a) 

(J 7b) 

( 17c) 

(17d) 

(17e) 

( 171) 

(17g) 

( 17h) 

(17i) 

Figure I shows the block diagram of a self-su
pervised recognition system. The model uses a clas
sifier based on Bayes' maximum likelihood ratio 
which measures the similarity between the different 
representative vectors and the input vector and 
then assigns the input to the class for which the re

presentative vectors show maximum similarity. To 

study the adaptive capability of the system with dy
namic guard zone in recognising a pattern, the ini
tial values of these parameters are deliberately cho

sen to be different (estimated by a poor subset of 
training samples) from their true values. It is seen 

from section 5.2 that we need primarily only lij and 

I j to be estimated from some sets of training sam
ples. The other parameters are being automatically 
derived from those estimates. 

After the classification of X into the k-th class, the 
task of the supervisor is to compute }'k(l) and then 
to judge whether the sample X is within the speci

fied guard zone as defined by Ak(1) around {Ik(t). ff it 
does, the decision of the classifier that X is from the 
k-th class is accepted by the supervisor and the pa
rameters of that class are updated by X. Otherwise, 
there will be no alternation of the class parameters 
before the next input. 

In fully supervised learning, the decision of the 
classifier is verified by an external supervisor and 
the class parameters are altered only if the classifi
cation is found to be correct. 

7. Implementation 10 speech sounds 

The previously mentioned algorithm was imple
mented on a set of 87 I Telugu (an important Indian 
Language) vowel sounds in CNC (Consonant - Vo
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k (t) max~j(l),%jll) 
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k II) mIn 
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OE't~rmln~ 
Chook 

Ok (X), max' OJ (Xl) lOPS) ~ /0.' no
 
N J
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O('c.ldp SlOP 
k Ih class 

Figure I. Block diagram of dynamic self-supervised recognilion. 
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wei Nucleus - Consonant) context uttered by three 
male speakers in the age group of 30 to 35 years. 
The rs Ihree vowel formant frequencies F l , F2 and 
F3 were considered as recognition featu res to classi
fy len vowel classes (0, a: , I, i: , e, e: , u, u: ,0 and 
0:) including long and short categories. Since the 
short and long categories of a vowel differ only in 

llwtion, these were pooled together resulting in six 
groups (2, a: , I, E, U and 0) which differ only in 
phonetic feature. Figure 2 shows the distribution of 
the Telugu vowels in the 1"1 - F2 plane. Although 
tIle shorter and longer types of vowels 1, E, U and 
o are treated similarly, they were given individual 
class parameter valucs. 

The set of data for each class has been found to 
follow the normal distribution (Pal, 1978). There
fore, the use of the Bayes' classifier for normally dis-

Ibured patterns (Section 4) and the assumption (as 
made 10 the earlier work of Pathak and Pal (1986)) 
thai tbe "probability of misclassification of the in
put patterns falling within the guard zone con
s.1 lcted around the central tendency of a class dis
tnbution is substantially low" are well justined 
here. 

Now we are interested here mainly in studying: 
(a) the adaptive elliciency of the system in recogn

ising vowcl sounds starting with the poor (non-ap

propriate) esfimiltcs of the par;lTneler~ repre nling 
the classes; 

(b) the effect of rt (i.e., the weighting co-efficient 
for determining the dimension of guard zone) on 
the performance of the system with an attempt to 
determine experimentally its optimum value; and 

(c) the effcct of 'dynamic behavior of the guard 
zone' in acting as a supervisor on the decision oflhe 

classifier. 
The nrst pilrt of the investigation lOvolved the 

computation of p. and t values with only nve sam
ples selected randomly from the utterances of (i) 

single speaker and (ii) three speakers so that the ini
tial estimates may be designated as 'very weak' and 
'not too weak', say respectively. Recognition effi
ciency obtained with such weak representative pa
rameters was compared with that of a fully super
vised system for different input sequence. 

The above experiment was then repeated for dif
ferent values of iY. namely, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,. ,0.7,08, 
0.9 for demonstrating the second par! of the investi
gation. 

In order to exhibit {he third part of our intcrc. I, 
the performance of the ctassiner for the aforesaid 
cases was compared with those obtained when the 
extent J. is taken to be Ilxed throughout the learning 
process. Two such fixed values considered here are 
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Figure 2. Vowel diagram in the P, - F1 pldne. 
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(i) ?'(l) (i.e., the value of i, generated by the system 

at t = J), and (ii) around 1/2 (an optimum value ob

tained by Pal et aJ. (1980) and Pal (1982) with fixed 

guard zone dimension [or two different types o[ 

classifiers). In other words, this part also gives a 

comparison of the proposed algorithm (GGA) with 

the existing ones based on similar concept. 

8. Experimental results 

Since the performance of an adaptive system de

pends much on the sequence of incoming samples, 

the experiment was repeated several times for differ
ent orders of appearance of the events in the sample 

space. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate, for three such typi

cal instances, the variation of cumulative recogni

tion score after every 100 samples for dilTerent val
ues of rt.. Figure 3 corresponds to cases when the 

training set of 5 samples are taken only from a sin

gle speaker whereas, the results corresponding to 
cases when all the speakers are considered for draw
ing those 5 samples are depicted in Figure 4. Results 

obtained with self-supervised learning are com
pared in each case with those for fuJly-supervised 
(FS) case. 

As expected. Figure 4 (with 'not too weak' initial 

parameters) shows higher recognition score than 
Figure 3 where initial class parameters were se
lected to be 'very weak'. With such very weak repre

sentative parameters, the system could not improve 

significantly its performance even [or the fully-su
pervised case (Figure 3). This is not the case with 

Figure 4. where fully-supervised learning is found to 

provide an overall increase ( ~ 8%) in recognition 

score. 
From Figures 3 and 4 it is seen that when the ini

tial estimates are 'very weak', good system perfor-

Table 1 
Supervisor's responsc tor updating procedure 

Actual class	 Recognised Euclidean dis- )'(1) Response 
class (C,) tance from C, 

0: 0: 9.35 x 10 0.67 reject 
0'. 0: 2.16 x l02 1.58 accept 

0:	 0: 6.9 x 10 0.492 rejcct 

mance is observed for values of IY. ranging fwm 0.7 
to 0.9 i.e., high ie-value whereas, the range is found 

to be 0.1 to 0.3 i.e., low ).-value for 'not too weak' 

initial estimates (Figure 4). This means, when the 

initial estimates are not so bad, a very lenient su

pervisor on lifting a strict check on the incoming 

samples may affect the system performance by shift

ing the mean and co-variance values away from 
their true ones. On the other hand, the guard zone 
needs to be flexed more, for the bad estimates, in 
order to strengthen the estimates by allowing higher 

proportion of correct to incorrect samples more 

available. 
It is also to be noted from Figure 3(b) that the 

performance corresponding to higher A.-value (i.e., 

higher a-value) is better even than the case of FS 
learning, while the results corresponding to low 0:

value are worst among the three instances (Figures 

3(a)-{c)). Under investigation it is revealed that the 

first few sets of input sequence provided here very 
good proportion of correct to incorrect samples. As 
a result, incorporating/discarding them byexpand

ing/shrinking the guard zone improved/declined the 
estimates, and hence the recognition score, signifi
cantly. 

Finally, the effect of dynamic property of the su

pervisory program is demonstrated through Table 

I. Here we have considered, as a typical illustration, 
only three samples from class 0: which were correct
ly identified by the classifier. It is seen that the 

higher order knowledge (obtained from the input 
sequence) of the supervisor enables the sample 
which has largest distance (Euclidean) to get se
lected [or updating procedure while rejecting the re

maining two even with smaller distances. Had the 
value of A.(r) been fixed at 1/2 and 2 throughout the 
learning process, the response would have been 're
jected' and 'accepted' respectively in all the three in

stances. 

A(" Rcsponse )(,) Response 

0,5 reject 2.0 accept 

0.5 reject 2.0 accept 

0.5 reject 2.0 aceepl 
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The superiority of the varying l(n-value over the 

fixed ,i-value in improving system's performance is 

illustr31ed In Flgure 5 when A is kept fixed at 

i.(lf (initial value generated by the system) and. 

IIJ1 and 1/2. Here the input sequences for Figures 

5(a) and 5(0) are the same as in Figures 3(a) and 

3(b) he rt:sults corresponding to very weak initial 

estimates (estnnated with five samples taken from a 

single speaker) are only shown here as an illustra

tion 

9. Conclusion 

The dimension I'll) of guard zone along with its 

bounds for the GGA (Pathak and Pal, 1986) is de

termined in order to have its convergence for opti

mum learning. II is found that i'(l) IS dynamic, de

pending on the input sequence and previous 

estimates of the parameter 8. The incorporation of 

this higher-order knowledge (based on the input se

quence) in a self-supervisory program improves the 

classification efficiency compared to fixed-i, case. 

Again, the performance of the system may be af

fected if the guard zone is expanded/shrunk for 'not 
too weak' / 'very weak' estnnates of O. 
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